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2.7.7 sir we have big laptop display so i can only use software for 4
hour. I have OBD2 on my car but i cant use "sola" program this
software is free? I have a laptop with Windows XP with no USB ports
and no DVI port. I can only use OBD2 software on my computer that
uses a USB port, as far as I know. Can you recommend me a
software that can read my cars OBD2 data and diagnose and show
me all the information like an OBD2 scanner? I have a laptop with
Windows XP with no USB ports and no DVI port. I can only use
OBD2 software on my computer that uses a USB port, as far as I
know. Can you recommend me a software that can read my cars
OBD2 data and diagnose and show me all the information like an
OBD2 scanner? Answer: I have a laptop with Windows XP with no
USB ports and no DVI port. I can only use OBD2 software on my
computer that uses a USB port, as far as I know. Can you
recommend me a software that can read my cars OBD2 data and
diagnose and show me all the information like an OBD2 scanner?
Unfortunately, at this time, there is no free software available that
supports OEMs and the vast majority of dealer diagnostic tools
available today do not support external OBD II scanners. However,
if you own a laptop, it is possible to get your laptop to work as a
USB-connected OBD II scanner and enable the driver for the OBD 2
USB interface to be installed. There is a fairly comprehensive article
about configuring a Windows XP-based laptop for this purpose. The
linked article applies to Windows XP, and the steps are also pretty
much the same for Windows Vista, but some of the URLs change. If
you have a PC running Windows Vista, there is a program called
Auto Disk that will allow you to use a built-in laptop's DVI port to
access diagnostic information from the vehicle's OBD II port. If you
have a laptop running Windows 7, 6d1f23a050
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